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Dog Agility Equipment 
Have you ever wanted to  teach your dog 

something NEW, FUN, and 
ENJOYABLE for you and your dog? 

Agility would be perfect for you! We have 
a variety of agility equipment that can get 
you started. Our equipment has the best 

quality at a very low price.   

Our epuipment 
comes in a variety of 

colors, sizes, and 
designs 

By: Holly Byom 
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Dear Readers: 

 

My name is Nici Breitrick. I love 

dogs and puppies. The reason I chose to do 

my magazine on dogs and puppies is 

because I have two of my very own. I know 

a lot about this topic and I want to share 

with others. I chose to create a digital 

magazine because this way I would not lose 

any of my articles or ads. The people who 

wrote articles, created full page ads or 

miscellaneous pieces for me, could just send 

them to my Dropbox. I also selected a 

digital magazine because I enjoy using 

technology.  

I also decide to have a magazine    

about dogs and puppies because I love dogs 

and puppies. My love for dogs and puppies 

come from my early childhood. I have had   

dogs and puppies since I was little. I just 

want to share my love of dogs with other 

people.  

My goal is to get a good grade 

possibly an “A+”.  My other goal is that 

everyone will enjoy my   magazine. I hope 

that everyone loves dogs and puppies. I also 

hope that anyone who reads my magazine 

will fall in love with my stories, ads, and 

miscellaneous items.  

It was hard for me when students did 

not hand in the item that I needed for a 

deadline. If people were not responsible, it 

would affect me by bringing my grade down 

for language. 

Meeting the deadlines was also hard 

for me because I had a lot of items to do for 

other students. If I did not complete these 

items, this, too, could bring down my grade 

in language.   

Most of the students who created 

items for my magazine delivered them on 

time to me. Some people did not have the 

items done on time and it was stressful to 

pressure them to meet the deadline.  

I really liked the Deadline Project 

because we could choose if we wanted to do 

a digital or paper magazine. I also liked the 

fact that we could be on the computer. I did 

my entire magazine on the computer. I also 

enjoyed interacting with classmates more 

than normal.  One thing I liked about this  

project is that we were able to be creative 

writers. That is one thing I am good at. 

One thing I did not like about the 

project is that I had to use proper grammar, 

sentence structure, and the right tenses (past 

and present). The longer articles I found 

more challenging to write. 

One of my successes that I am very 

proud of is I have been very responsible at 

keeping track of all my incoming items. 

Another success is that I met most of the 

deadlines.  I kept on annoying the students 

who I needed items from.  

I love the 2+ news article about the 

rainbow dog by Casey Harvey. This 2+ 

news article is about a dog that is a rainbow 

breed and everyone who sees this dog is 

scared. The article is very wonderful 

because it is extremely fun and funny. You 

have to read this article! 

One other article I loved is about a 

television show for dogs by Alyssa Hughes. 

This article is about a television show. It is 

hilarious.  This show will make your dogs 

bark with enjoyment. Alyssa Hughes did a 

great job on this article. 

I adore the full page ad made by 

Holly Byom. I enjoy it so much because this 

full page ad is so colorful and bright. Holly 

Byom took a lot of time to make this full 

page ad. Holly is so creative and artistic! 

The short story by Serena Baehman 

is about how hard it is to take care of 

puppies and dogs. It is so cute and funny. 

Serena is one fine author! 

It was so hard for me  

 

 

My experience with making this 

magazine is that there was a demand for 

good articles. There also were problems 

LETTER      FROM 



with getting starting up the Deadline Project. 

Some people had me go higher than I 

wanted to.  
 

 

Sincerely, 

  

 

 

Nici Breitrick 

Editor in Chief, Paw Pint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE       EDITOR 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Editor: 
 

I’m a person who is a very big dog 
fan, and when I found your magazine I knew 
I would be obsessed! This magazine is 
brilliant and really knows how to treat a dog 
like royalty. My dogs and I try out all your 
tips and tricks, and so far every one of the 
tricks works! I was so impressed I made all 
of my friends and family buy a subscription. 
Your magazine is informative, silly, fun, and 
shows me the proper way to take care of my 
pooch. Every part of this magazine is helping 
my dog and I grow closer! The magazine is 
not just for dog owners though, it also is for 
people thinking about getting a dog or that 
just love dogs! I recommend this magazine a 
must read for everyone! 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Isabelle Kruger 
Greenville, WI 

 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

 Dear Editor: 
 

Your article about dog boots was 
amazing! It inspired me to buy some for my 
favorite little dog, Lonely. I think that 
Lonely loves the dog boots just as much as I 
do. The dog boots are so pretty; they are pink 
with purple polka dots and blue sparkles. 
The boots also help my dog during the 
winter months. Lonely just will not put one 
little paw outside without them on. I will 
continue to read your magazine forever 
because you helped me and my precious 
Lonely! Thank you so much!  

 
Sincerely, 
 
Jasmine Jacobsen 
Imalone, Wisconsin 

 
 

 

Dear Editor: 
 

I have been receiving your magazine 
for quite some time now and absolutely 
adore the fashion tips for small dogs. My 
Chihuahua, Rosetta, looks so fabulous each 
day thanks to you. She just looks so stunning 
and I was hoping to know what some stylish 
trends are for this summer and different 
types of accessories that are exceptionally 
chic, such as collars and cute bows.  

Also, a friend of mine is trying to 
figure out what types of dog food brands are 
healthy and acceptable for her Siberian 
husky so her companion can live a happier, 
longer life. So far she only found two yet 
still feels a little unsure. Do you have any 
recommendations? Please include this in 
your magazine and send me a copy of next 
month’s latest issue. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Katelin Thomas 
San Francisco, California 

 
Imalone, Wisconsin 

 
 



  

D S M M E N G F S P A N I E L H G C R I 

U A A C J W C D T C J J M L O X J G B B 

M G C O N I N O K S I C T H B O U R M X 

Y G A H B T Y I K C Z E R H F C X R K O 

C B N U S J V Y U O N F D U V L I P W S 

M A I M B U H N A L L I M L W P A W Y W 

I N N A L L N I M Y H M S I O N F A G E 

B P E I T L G D M L P T C D O R L B O D 

F F O P N O F N F S T T A M F T N W N A 

S A F I U E M S I Y D M S L T E T G D D 

H X X J K G H J U P U P P I E S V G N B 

E E F Q P R Z Y M L O R S E I M E I I P 

P F H B U T N V D R B Y J N K I Y B F U 

A J G S R G V N J M A L T E S E H T F G 

R B J N K O O U D T R B U G H N K I H N 

D F R Y H D B Y T D K V N K O M O K J B 

F H B K I H H I J U O L M G F Y U H N K 

 

DOG WORD SEARCH 

WORDS TO FIND: 

DOG 

PUPPIES 

PAW 

DACHSUND 

SHEPARD 

SPANIEL 

 

 

CANINE 

PUG 

MALTESE 

WOOF 

BARK 

By: Jillian Jakubowski 



 

Buy one bag of Debbie’s Dog 

Chow; and get two bags of 

Tracy’s Dog Treats for FREE! 

Buy two bags of Cathy’s 

Canine Food; and get 

three bags of Timmy’s Dog 

Treaties for FREE! 

By: Brenna Sullivan 

Limited time 

offers! 



Puppy Food 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call 1-800-722-puppyfood 

www.puppyfoodnow.com 

You need its great  Puppy food 

 Better than the other brands 

 Its 99% percent healthier 

 It makes you dog more active then what it 

was 
By Ethan Hart 

http://www.puppyfoodnow.com/


TV Shows for Dogs 
By: Alyssa Hughes 
 

Your dog deserves the best of the 
best treatment, no matter what kind of dog 
they are. When you take care of your pet, 
you monitor the fact that they have good 
food, a warm house, and lots of exercise. 
That’s why you should monitor what your 
dog watches on TV as well. Here are a few 
different TV shows we find that dogs just 
can’t seem to get enough of: 

The first TV show we’ll mention is 
called Top Dog. The series was originally 
aired in 2006 and has been going strong ever 
since then. This show will surely keep your 
dog on his or her paws, because it’s a 
mystery show. The show is about a beagle 
named Champ who solves mystery after 
mystery, finding love along the way. Champ 
definitely knows how to capture the hearts 
of his audience, considering the show has 
won over 30 awards in the past 8 years. We 
recommend Top Dog for dogs ages 4-12, 
because there are a few mature-dogs-only 
scenes that can be quite gruesome for 
puppies. Either way, this show will have 
your puppy simply begging for more!  

You are probably wondering what 
shows are best for puppies at this point. One 
show is called Puppy Love; it’s based on a 
small puppy named Peanut who finds a 
loving owner after a long adventure across 
the world to find them. When Peanut finds 
his long-lost puppy brother, it will surely 
bring your pup to tears. The show will 
definitely be the perfect choice for your 
puppy because of its heartfelt message. The 
adventures Peanut goes on are very difficult 
and long, making your puppy want to go 
outside and make up his or her own 
adventures. Peanut the puppy is a great role 
model for your young pet, so this is 
definitely a show you don’t want to miss! 

Another great show for your dog is 
specifically for all of the lady dogs out there. 

It’s a show called Love at First Bite. The 
show recently began airing with star Fluffy 
McFluff, who just got back from acting in 
his most recent movie. All of the dogs who 
are girls will surely fall head over paws for 
the star of this show. Love at First Bite is 
about an average girl dog named Princess 
who falls in love with a vampire dog named 
Ashes. Together, they hide from the vampire 
hunting dogs and find true love. This show 
is appropriate for all teenage dogs that are a 
fan of Fluffy McFluff and his work in the 
movies. The show originally aired in 1924 
as a silent film and is now being remade into 
a TV series, with extra scenes and episodes 
that are still based on what happened in the 
movie. And yes, this show does have sound!  
Your pooch is sure to love the upcoming 
series Love at First Bite. 
 The last show we are going to review 
is called Paw Protectors. It is about dog 
police that capture the most vicious dogs 
around and bring them to the vet, where they 
get all the shots required to stay tame and 
mild. The cool thing about this TV show is 
that each episode features a new dog 
celebrity guest. The show originally aired 
about five years ago and is about to end. If 
you don’t want it to be the end of Paw 
Protectors, there is a fan-club meeting next 
week Friday about whether the company 
should keep it running or not. After all, the 
company asked the fans to see what they 
think. If your dog hasn’t seen this show, 
they should! It is recommended for dogs 
ages 3 and up, because the scary villainous 
dogs may cause your puppy to shake and 
whimper more than it does during a bad 
thunderstorm. Your dog will be sure to love 
this tail-wagging show, maybe even more 
than playing fetch at the dog park! 
 If you care about your pet and what 
he or she watches on TV, you should 
recommend these great shows to them! They 
are the favorites of all the dogs around! If 
you want, you can visit the Dog TV Show 



Association website to create a playlist of 
TV shows, so that your dog is notified 
whenever their show is on TV. Whether 
your pet enjoys romance, mystery, 
adventure, or teen-dog-heartthrobs, you’ll 
surely find the show that your dog enjoys 
the most. When you find a show that you 
and your dog enjoy most, you will surely 
build a strong connection and bond with 
your precious pooch. Happy searching!  



Stylish Dog Clothes  

By: Rebecca Kamke 

 

     Every dog needs to be in style.  There are 

many ways to dress your dog. Hats, coats, 

dresses and roller-skates are some fun ways 

to help your dog stylish.  

     Dogs can wear hats that are the color of 

the dog’s coat or fur. There are different 

kinds of hats. For instance, the toy hat is 

both a hat and a toy. Dogs will love the toy 

hat it squeezes and it’s good for a dog’s 

teeth.  Another kind of hat for dog is the 

party hat and winter hat. The party hats have 

a real dog bone on top of the hat and the hat 

has a golden color to it. Winter hats have 

real snow coming out of them so the dog can 

eat or lick the snow. The winter hat is 

available in blue and other colors. 

     The coats that dogs wear can come with 

wings on the back and all the colors of the 

rainbow. Dogs can wear these coats during 

fall and winter when it’s very cold outside. 

Every breed of dog has its own color. 

     Young dogs can wear roller skates when 

the owners have time to take them outside to 

the dog park.  It gives them the exercise they 

need. The skates come in different colors 

like gold, blue, pink, and the newest color 

called yellowbluevalley.  

    There are different kinds of dresses that 

dogs can wear like long and short dresses. 

The dresses are handmade by monkeys that 

are the finest in the world. If your dog does 

not have a lot of hair these dresses will keep 

them warm from the cold. The dresses come 

in different kinds of shapes, sizes, and colors 

and you can choose what best fits your dog’s 

personality. Some of the dresses have 

pockets for the dog’s toys, treats, and other 

important things. These pockets can also act 

as coolers if your dog gets too hot.  You just 

place the cool gel packs into the pockets and 

your dog will stay cool for two hours.   Dogs 

will love these dresses because they smell 

like meat and cat. I hope you will buy the 

new golden colored dress for your dogs.   

Other owners and their dogs will be 

jealous!! 

     You might be asking where I can find 

these stylish, new, beautiful clothes.  One of 

the finest clothing stores for dogs is located 

in Chilla called Nici’s Finest Pup Fashion.  

As you enter this store, you and your dog 

both will be impressed with the sights, 

sounds, smells, and service!  So if you are 

thinking about making your dog stylish, then 

go and visit Nici’s Finest Pup Fashion today.   



The Dog That Went Fishing 

By: Kelsey Dietzmann 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 On a late afternoon there was a dog 

named Hershey. She loved to go fishing 

with her owner. They went fishing  

Every day of the week, Monday – Friday. 

Well on a Wednesday after noon they went 

fishing, they had everything they needed to 

go. Like worms, fishing poles and fishing 

line ECT. Well on that day they were in the 

boat fishing and Hershey had seen 

something in the water so she jumped in to 

see what it was and get it if it was a fish. 

Well when she jumped in the thing she had 

seen was a sea lion fish they are the most 

dangerous fish in the world.  

 

Well when Hershey’s owner tod had 

seen what she was going after he yelled and 

told her to get back to the boat. Well when 

Hershey heard her owner tod she thought of 

going back but she did not. She thought if 

she caught the fish he would be proud of her 

for catching a fish. Well when she was 

swing towards it she looked at it weird like 

it was going to eat her. So she swam closer 

to see. Her owner told her to come and stay 

away from that fish that she was going after. 

 

Well when she got to close she 

noticed that it was a bad fish that she was 

taught not to go by. So she tried to swim 

back but the fish pulled her under, Hershey 

was so scared her owner trying to get to her 

as fast as he could. When he got to the place 

where she was swimming to he could not 

find her. Tod was freaking out so bad that he 

jumped in for her. When he went under the 

water to get her he had seen this thing trying 

to come towards him he tried to get out of 

the water but the thing that was coming 

towards him was Hershey his dog he was so 

happy that she was ok. They got on the bus 

to see if she was ok. But she had bite marks 

all over her. Todd was so scared he was 

going to lose her. So he brought the boat to 

shore. Tod picked her up so fast and rushed 

to the car to bring her to the vet. When he 

got there the vet and nurses took her to a 

back room where they help hurt animals. 

Well tod was very worried it took the vet 

three hours till the nurse came out. She told 

tod that she will be alright but she had to 

stay overnight so they make sure she is good 

to leave. Well tod left and when he got home 

he started to cry. Hershey and tod were like 

best friends no one got in there way, and not 

to forget they were great fishing buddy’s. 

The both of them would never forget that. 

 

Well the next day tod went to the vet 

to get Hershey. He got to the vet Hershey 

was waiting for him in side. When tod got in 

and had seen what the fish did to her he was 

mad and sad but very happy to see her so 

was she.  Well when they both got home he 

grabbed her and brought her up to his room 

to rest. Hershey was so spoiled that she got 

sick of it. The next day she tried to walk but 

she was to soar to get up. That day tod had 

to get some groceries form the store. When 

tod went to the store he was looking at the 

dog supplies, like dog food, treats, brushes, 

collars etc. so when he got out of the store 

he was thinking of get a friend for Hershey. 

Tod went to the pound to look at some dogs. 

He was looking and looking till he found the 

perfect dog in the world for her.  

 

Tod got home and yelled for 

Hershey. When he did he told her he had a 

surprise for her. He went in the back room 

and showed her this tine puppy it was a nine 

month year old girl husky. Hershey was very 

surprised and wondering why he got that 

puppy. The puppy’s name was Bella. Tod 



loved that name. Well he told 

Hershey to get along with her and be 

nice. Tod left them in a room together 

she was confused and thinking what 

would I do with this thing. So she 

thought and thought until she figured it 

out, she was going to teach Bella how to 

fish. When  

 

Four weeks letter, Hershey’s leg got 

so much better than it was before. Well they 

puppy was about one year and he was 

getting ready to learn how to fish. Tod took 

both of them to the lake to swim and fish. 

Hershey just jumped right in she was no 

scared at all, but the little pup Bella was 

really scared. Tod just through her right in 

the water. Hershey came to her and taught 

her everything she needed to know about 

fishing. Hershey thought she was ready to 

get stared. When tod brought her back to the 

lake two weeks later, Bella was ready to. 

She jumped right in and caught a fish in tree 

seconds. Bella was so proud and Hershey 

was proud of her self for teaching her 

everything she had to know about fishing. 

They all went back home to bed after a long 

hard day of fishing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bella  



By: Seth Barker      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Call 1-800-dogt       availible at 

www.dogheaven.com 

 



Flying Dog 
By: Nici Breitrick  

 
Super dog is an awesome dog that 

saves people form fires, floods and 
crumbled buildings. Zach also could talk to 
people. His name is Zach.  

When he was a puppy he was swept 
off his little feet because of a massive flood 
in Hawaii. He never saw his ten brothers, 
sisters or his mother again. He was scared to 
death as the rushing water came over his 
head. He needed to come up from the water 
to catch his breath over and over. It was 
doubtful that he was going to make it. He 
gets pulled under the water again. He was 
out of energy from paddling with his little 
feet and ready to give up when a little, 
chubby hand from above the water reached 
down in the water and grabbed the soggy, 
limp, tired, brown puppy.  

That little, chubby hand belong Jack 
in a rescue boat. Jack was being rescued 
himself when he saw Zach in the water. Jack 
said to the man that was driving the boat, 
“Stop the boat and go slow, I want to save a 
puppy who was drowning.”  

When Jack pulled Zach out of the 
water, Jack started to dry Zach off with a 
towel Jack had in the boat. After Jack dried 
Zach off Zach started to lick Jack all over 
his face.  

When Zach got to the rescue shelter 
he asked his mom if they could keep Zach. 
His mom said “Yes because you saved him 
from drowning!” Jack was so excited to 
keep Zach. Zach was excited to stay with 
Zach. Zach knew that Jack wanted to stay 
with him because Jack stated to bark at 
Zach.  

Zach and Jack were play outside of 
the rescue shelter. They were having fun 
outside in the warm weather. Zach and Jack 
were playing with a ball.  

After Zach and Jack got done 
playing with the ball they went inside to 

cool off for a while in the rescue shelter. 
Zach was drinking so water and Jack was 
drinking so water out of a bowel that the 
rescue shelter had. After Jack and Zach was 
done they went back outside to play with 
Zach’s other friends who were at the rescue 
shelter. The boys were playing with Jack he 
loved all the attention form the boys.  

When all the boys got tried they 
went inside to catch their breath Jack was 
not there in the rescue shelter. Zach was 
getting worried about Jack his best friend. 
Zach did not have to get all worried about 
his best friend because he was lying down 
on the bed in the rescue shelter.  

But then a couple minutes Jack was 
gone again by now Zach was super worried 
about Jack. Jack was on a hunt for a little 
boy who was going to drowning. Jack was 
using his super flying skill to save this little 
boy from drowning.  Jack did save the little 
boy.  

After Jack got to the rescue shelter 
Zach was crying because he thought that 
Jack left Zach. Zach asked Jack “What he 
was doing.”  Jack said “I was saving a little 
boy who was drowning.” Zach was so glad 
that Jack was back in his hands.  

From that day on Jack took Zach to 
the rescues he did.  Jack had a lot more 
rescues to do and he took his best friend 
with him. 

 After Hawaii rebuild their houses 
Zach and his family was so excited to get 
back in their new home because in the 
rescue shelter was so filled with people it 
was too loud hear yourself think.  
 Zach was excited to go back in his 
new home too because he and Jack could 
play in a bigger area in the yard. Zach and 
Jack played outside every day in their new 
back yard.  
 When Zach and Jack got done 
playing outside every day his mom would 
make Zach some tasty drink. The drink that 



his mom made is a smoothly the smoothly 
was all different flavors.  

Jack and Zach are now best friends 
forever. Jack has so much fun with Zach. 
They will stay best friends though the bad 
and good. 
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All About Dogs! 
 

Are you worried about your dog 

getting cold during the winter 

months? Are you embarrassed to 

take your dogs to the park, for fear 

of embarrassment? You shouldn’t 

be! At All About Dogs, we make 

sure those things never happen! 

All About Dogs is the new dog-

clothing brand. We make Scarves, 

tutu’s, beanies, mittens, booties, 

and much more for your dogs! 

We have special doggy-designers 

that make the clothes from the very 

finest of materials! You and your 

wonderful dogs will never be 

disappointed with our products or 

our services! 

 

By: Clara Brown 

  




